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fresh worries crowded his
thoughts. Above him, thrushes
sounded like they were having
their own arguments over
territory. A cold wind rustled the
branches.
Grassheart
and
Snowbird were out of sight now,
tracking the rabbit. As Tigerheart
turned to follow them, paw steps
thrummed at the top of the rise.
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â€¢ Share the first line only: Fly
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"Come on, Tiger!" "Get on with
it, whimp!" The young tom
looked down at the cowering kit.
It stared up at him with fearful,

wide, blue eyes. He knew the kit
hadn't done anything wrong, but
he was in his dream group now.
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ShadowClanâ€™s deputy, is
determined to help rebuild his
Clan, but he fears his efforts are
only dividing them further. The
few rays of light are the stolen
moments he spends with the
ThunderClan warrior Dovewing.
But a crossroads is approaching
for both of them. And when
ShadowClanâ€™s medicine cat
has a vision suggesting that ... Fri,
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Erin ... - Tigerheart's Shadow is
definitely a great book, especially
since I read it all in one sitting.
Many plot twists and turns
happen, and left me on the edge
of my seat. The book can teach
you to follow where your heart
belongs, and in Tigerheart's case,
it was with Dovewing.
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About Tigerheart. Paul Dear is a
good and clever boy, but heâ€™s
special in ways that even his
adoring parents could never have
imagined. For by day, in
Londonâ€™s
Kensington
Gardens, he walks and talks with
the pixies and sprites and other
magical creatures that dwell
among the livingâ€“but are
unseen by most. Tigerheart by
Peter David: 9780345501608 ... -
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